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Asymptotic capture number and island size distributions for one-dimensional irreversible
submonolayer growth
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Using a set of approximate evolution equations@J. G. Amaret al., Phys. Rev. Lett.86, 3092~2001!# for the
average gap size between islands, we calculate analytically the asymptotic scaled capture-number distribution
~CND! for one-dimensional irreversible submonolayer growth of point islands. The predicted asymptotic CND
is in reasonably good agreement with kinetic Monte Carlo~KMC! results, and leads to anondivergent
asymptotic scaled island size distribution~ISD!. We then show that a slight modification of our analytic form
leads to analytical expressions for the asymptotic CND and a resulting asymptotic ISD which are in excellent
agreement with KMC simulations. We also show that in the asymptotic limit the scaled average gap distribu-
tion is identical to the scaled CND and thus demonstrate that in this limit, the self-averaging property of the
capture zones holds exactly.
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Recently, considerable theoretical effort has been car
out towards a better understanding of the scaling prope
of the island size distribution in submonolayer epitax
growth.1–9 For example, in the pre-coalescence regime
island size distributionNs(u) ~where Ns is the number of
islands of sizes at coverageu) satisfies the scaling form1

Ns~u!5
u

S2
f S s

SD , ~1!

whereS is the average island size, and the scaling funct
f (u) depends on the critical island size and on the isla
morphology.1

One of the standard tools used in these studies is the
equation~RE! approach which involves a set of determinis
coupled reaction-diffusion equations describing the cover
dependence ofNs(u) through a set of rate coefficients us
ally called capture numbers.10,11 For the irreversible growth
of point islands, rate equations valid in the precoalesce
regime may be written in the form

dN1

du
5122Rs1N1

22RN1(
s>2

ssNs , ~2a!

dNs

du
5RN1~ss21Ns212ssNs! for s>2, ~2b!

where the capture numbersss (s1) correspond to theaver-
agecapture rate of diffusing monomers by islands of sizs
~monomers! andR5D/F is the ratio of the monomer diffu
sion rate to the deposition rate. Accordingly, the central pr
lem in using the RE approach is the determination of
average capture numbersss(u) and the corresponding cap
ture number distribution~CND!.

Recently, we have developed a self-consistent ra
equation approach to irreversible submonolayer growth
which correlations between the size of an island and the
respondingaveragecapture zone are explicitly taken int
0163-1829/2004/69~3!/033401~4!/$22.50 69 0334
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account in order to accurately predict the scaled island
and capture number distributions.7,8 Our method involves nu-
merical integration of the island-density RE’s Eq.~2!, along
with the analytical solution of a set of approximate evoluti
equations for the average Voronoi area surrounding an is
of sizes, and is based on the following two assumptions: t
average capture area per freshly nucleated dimer is pro
tional ~before rescaling! to the average area per island; th
combined effects of the preferred nucleation of dimers
large capture zones and the preferred ‘‘breakup’’ of lar
capture zones due to nucleation may be approximated b
uniform rescaling of the average capture zone of e
island.7,8 Using this approach, we have obtained numeri
results for the scaled capture number and island size di
butions which agree well with kinetic Monte Carlo~KMC!
simulations in both one and two dimensions over a w
range of experimentally relevant values ofD/F (D/F
5105–109).

Recently, it has been argued13 that because our metho
does not explicitly take into account spatial fluctuations
the nucleation, it must lead to a diverging island size dis
bution ~ISD! in the asymptotic limit corresponding to infinit
D/F. However, as shown by Bartelt and Evans,2 in the
asymptotic limit the scaled ISD is related to the scaled CN
as

f ~u!5 f ~0!expF E
0

u

dx
2z212C8~x!

C~x!2zx G , ~3!

whereC(s/S)5ss /sav is the scaled CND,z is the dynami-
cal exponent describing the dependence of the average is
size on coverage (S;uz), and f (0) is determined by the
normalization condition

E
0

`

du f~u!51. ~4!
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As pointed out in Ref. 2, Eq.~3! implies that if C(u)
.zu then no divergence will occur. However, ifC(u)
crosseszu at some valueuc then the ISD will be cut off atuc
@i.e., f (u)50 for u>uc] if C8(uc).2z21 while a diver-
gence in the ISD will occur ifC8(uc),2z21. An example
of a divergent asymptotic ISD is the usual mean-field the
with C(u)51. Thus the question of whether or not o
method leads to a divergence in the asymptotic limit is
tirely determined by the asymptotic scaled CND.

Here we rigorously address the question of the asympt
behavior obtained using our method by analytically deriv
the asymptotic scaled CND along with the resulti
asymptotic scaled ISD for the case of irreversible growth
point islands in one dimension. We find that our meth
leads to an asymptotic scaled CND which is close to t
obtained in simulations and as a result, in contrast to
claims in Ref. 13, to anondivergentasymptotic ISD. We also
demonstrate that the asymptotic scaled gap distributio
identical to the scaled CND. As a result the self-averag
property of the capture zones holds exactly. Finally, we sh
that, by slightly modifying our original analytical form fo
C(u), an analytical expression for the asymptotic sca
CND and a resulting ISD which are in excellent agreem
with KMC simulations may be obtained.

We note that there are a number of physically interest
cases, such as nucleation and growth at steps,12 or systems
with high diffusion anisotropy,4 which correspond to one
dimensional submonolayer growth. In addition, the poi
island approximation is appropriate in the asymptotic lim
for extended islands up to a finite coverage (u.0.1, see Ref.
9! as well as at higher coverage for islands which grow p
pendicular to the substrate~e.g., quantum dots!. Therefore
the results presented here apply generally to such syste

For clarity, we briefly review our method7 and its appli-
cation to the case of irreversible growth of point islands
one dimension.8,14 In this case, we have shown that thelocal

capture-numbers̃(y) for an island with gap sizey ~corre-
sponding to the distance to the nearest island! is

s̃~y;u!5
2j1

j2
tanhS y

2j1
D , ~5!

where the monomer capture lengthj and the nucleation
lengthj1 are defined as

2s1N151/j1
2 , 1/j1

2 1(
s>2

ssNs51/j2. ~6!

From the evolution equations for the gap-length distributi
the average ‘‘gap length’’ỹs ~before rescaling! corresponding
to an island of sizes may be obtained as the solution of th
equation

s225E
uy

u

R N1~f!s̃~ ỹs ;f!df. ~7!

The coverageuy is defined byỹs5b Y(uy) whereb is the
proportionality factor~before rescaling! between the averag
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,

gap length of a freshly nucleated dimer and the average g
length of all islands,Y(u)51/N(u) is the average gap-lengt
at coverageu, andN(u)5(s>2Ns(u) is the average island
density. The integral in Eq. 7 may be interpreted as co
sponding to theaverage number of particles added to
dimer since it was formed at coverageuy , neglecting any
change in the capture zone due to nucleation and breakup
include the effects of break-up and ensure length conse
tion, the gap lengths are rescaled by a rescaling factoa

51/(s>2Ns ỹs so that the average gap length for an island
sizes is given byys5aỹs while the capture number is give
by ss5s̃(ys).

We now consider the asymptotic limit corresponding
infinite D/F. In this limit, and assuming thatu@ux ~where
ux;R21/3 corresponds to the coverage at which the isla
density equals the monomer density!, Eq. ~5! may be rewrit-
ten as,

s̃~y;u!.y/j2. ~8!

This implies that in the asymptotic limit the scaled gap d
tribution B(s/S)5ys /Y is identical to the corresponding
scaled capture number distributionC(s/S). This result also
demonstrates the ‘‘self-averaging property’’ of the captu
zones, i.e., in the asymptotic limit the average capture nu
berss is exactly equal to thelocal capture number evaluate
at the average capture zone for an island of sizes.

In the asymptotic limit thatu@ux one also hasdN1 /du
512RN1 /j2.0, which implies thatRN1 /j251. Using
these results in Eq.~7! and assuming15 that uy@ux , we ob-
tain

s225 ỹs~u2uy!. ~9!

Since in the asymptotic limitS@1, this may be rewritten as

u5s/S5~ ỹsu/S!~12uy /u!. ~10!

In the asymptotic limit, one hasu/S5N51/Y. Using ỹs

5b/N(uy) and N(uy);uy
1/4, N(u);u1/4 ~since uy ,u@ux

and z53/4 for irreversible growth of point islands in on
dimension!, one has (uy /u)5(bY/ ỹs)

4. Thus, the
asymptotic gap distribution before rescaling will satisfy

u5B̃~u!2b4/B̃~u!3, ~11!

whereB̃(u)5 ỹs /Y.
Rescaling, we obtain for the asymptotic scaled gap dis

bution B(u)5a B̃(u) the equation

u5B~u!/a2b4@B~u!/a#23, ~12!

where the rescaling factora and the proportionality factorb
must satisfy the requirement that

E
0

`

B~u! f ~u!du51. ~13!

It is easy to see that for any positive constantsa and b,
Eq. ~12! has a unique positive solution for every positiveu
1-2
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while for a>z one hasB(u).zu. Similarly, one may show
that for a,2/3 the ISD predicted by Eq.~3! will diverge
while for 2/3,a,z there will be a cut-off atuc @i.e., f (u
.uc)50] corresponding to the value ofu at which B(u)
crosseszu. We note that while the asymptotic CND and IS
depend on the three constantsf (0), a, andb, the two sum
rules, Eqs.~4! and~13!, determine two of the constants if th
third one is known. Therefore, we consider separately
particular choices for the free constant.

We first consider the caseb51, as was assumed in ou
numerical calculations for finiteD/F.7,8 This corresponds to
the mean-field assumption that the average gap size
freshly nucleated dimers is exactly equal to the average
land gap at that coverage. By solving Eq.~12! and numeri-
cally evaluating the integrals in Eqs.~3!, ~4!, and ~13!, we
find f (0).0.33 anda.0.70. Sincea.2/3, we conclude
that, in contrast to the claims in Ref. 13, our method lead
a nondivergentISD in the asymptotic limit of infiniteD/F.
The resulting asymptotic scaled CND agrees very well w
our previous numerical RE results8 for D/F5107, and as
shown in Fig. 1, it is also in relatively good agreement w
KMC results for higherD/F. However, in contrast to ou
previous numerical RE results for the ISD for finiteD/F,8

due to the extreme sensitivity of the ISD on the CND in t
asymptotic limit, the asymptotic ISD is shifted to the rig
from the simulation result and cuts off to zero atuc.1.85.

It is also interesting to consider the general casebÞ1,
i.e., the capture area of a freshly nucleated dimer is pro
tional to the average area per island with some unkno
proportionality constantb. In this case, we assume that th
value of the rescaling constanta is fixed to the valuea5z by
the requirement thatB(u).zu for largeu.9 We then search
for a value ofb (b.0.87) such that the sum rule~13! is
satisfied. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the resulting scaled g
distributionB(u) is now very close to the simulation resul
for all u except for smallu (u,0.7) where it is now signifi-
cantly lower than for the caseb51. Accordingly, the peak of
the corresponding island-size distribution@Fig. 1~b!# is
somewhat lower than the peak of the simulated distributi
and the distribution itself is somewhat wider.

We now present an accurate analytical expression for
asymptotic capture-number distribution which is based
our analytical result, Eq.~12!, with b51. We note that Eq.
12 with b51 and a5z implies that B(0)5z and B(u)
.zu for largeu, although the normalization integral~13! is
just slightly larger than 1. This suggests that the corr
CND should have a similar form to Eq.~12! with b51 and
a5z, but with additional higher-order powers of@B(u)#21,
in order to satisfy the sum rule~13!. As an example, we
consider the expression

u5B̂~u!2@b2 /B̂~u!3#exp@b1 /B̂~u!n#, ~14!

where B̂(u)[B(u)/z, b25e2b1 in order to satisfyB̂(0)
51, andn is a free parameter for which we will choosen
55. We note thatb150 corresponds to Eq.~12! with b
51 and a5z. As before, for any value ofb1, the corre-
sponding ISDf (u) is determined by Eqs.~3! and ~4! while
the correct value ofb1 (b1.0.993) is determined by the sum
03340
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rule ~13!. The corresponding results forB(u) and f (u) are
shown by the solid curves in Fig. 1. As can be seen,
agreement between the calculated scaled distributionsB(u)
and f (u) and the simulations is now excellent.

We have tried several other values ofn (n53,4,6!,16 as
well as polynomials in powers of@B̂(u)#21 satisfying
B̂(0)51, and similarly good agreement with simulations h
been found.17 Thus, it would appear that almost any for
similar to Eq.~12! with b51 anda5z which satisfies the
sum rule ~13!, leads to reasonably accurate results for
asymptotic scaled ISD and CND. The good agreement
tained suggests that simple refinements of our method
be possible which will allow the derivation of excellent a
proximations for the exact CND. However, a rigorous de
vation of the functional form of the correction term~s! in Eq.
~12! remains an open question.

In conclusion, using our self-consistent rate-equat
approach,7,8 we have derived analytical expressions for t

FIG. 1. Calculated asymptotic scaled~a! gap distributionB(u)
and~b! island size distributionf (u), along with KMC results~sym-
bols!.
1-3
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asymptotic scaled capture-number, gap-, and island-size
tributions for the case of one-dimensional irreversible grow
of point islands. In particular, we have shown that o
method leads to an asymptotic scaled CND which is clos
that obtained in simulations and as a result to anondivergent
asymptotic ISD. While this leads to an ISD which is in e
cellent agreement with simulations for finiteD/F,7,8 due to
the extreme sensitivity of the ISD on the CND in th
asymptotic limit, the corresponding asymptotic ISD
shifted to the right, with a cutoff at finite scaled island-siz
However, by slightly modifying our analytical expressio
~12! for the asymptotic scaled CND and solving se
consistently, we have obtained analytic expressions for
asymptotic CND and corresponding ISD which are in exc
lent agreement with simulations. These results also sup
our conjecture thatB(0)5z and thatB(u)→zu for largeu.

We have also shown rigorously that in the asympto
limit the scaled gap distributionB(u) is identical to the
scaled capture-number distributionC(u). This result also
implies the ‘‘self-averaging property’’ of the capture zone
i.e., the average capture numberss is exactly equal to the
local capture number evaluated at the average capture
of islands of sizes, which was assumed in our method.7,8 If
this ‘‘self-averaging property’’ holds more generally~as sug-
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